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        A Page in a Book
Books with Room to Grow
Having big goals is an important part of every child’s imaginative vista. While 

children have natural age-related boundaries, with patience and creativity, 

there are ways that kids can explore their current territory and prepare to grow. 

Inspiration found in every day moments can help kids build their confidence as 

they grow into their element and closer to their goals. The following titles each 

celebrate positive thinking and the small steps that help move children upward 

and outward as their boundaries expand.

Happy Dreamer
By Peter H. Reynolds (Orchard / Scholastic)
Unhindered by the whatever setting he’s in, a young boy takes flight as he navigates the 
various paths daydreams can follow. Even though the world sometimes tells him to sit still 
or be quiet, his ability to imagine lets him exceed every day confinements. From sounds 
and light to other sensory explorations, the boy’s daydreams take him through a vibrant 
landscape of his own making. Touching on the power of imagination to exceed our physi-
cal limits, this title is an uplifting paean to daydreams and their ability to transport us. 
From the creator of ‘Ish’ and ‘The Dot’, Reynolds’ newest entry brings the lively benefits 
expanded thinking to every child’s bookshelf.

I Can Be Anything
By Jerry Spinelli, Illustrated by Jimmy Liao (Little Brown / Hachette)
With the unbounded exuberance that defines a child’s perspective of grown-up life, 
‘I Can Be Anything’ follows a lively little boy as he muses about all the things that 
he can be when he is older. He could be a ‘dandelion blower’ or ‘puppy-dog holder. 
The important jobs of ‘gift unwrapper’ and ‘snowball smoother’ are also tempting to 
this young man as he looks at his future. The beauty of this career search is that all 
the fabulous jobs the boy ponders are occupations that are ideally suited for a child. 
Colorful edge-to-edge illustrations paint a lively picture of a future where anything is 
possible for the forward-thinking child.

Bloom
By Deborah Diesen, Illustrated by Mary Lunquist (Farrar Straus Giroux / Macmillan)
A mother and daughter gently plant bulbs in the earth and patiently pass time waiting for 
them to bloom. Over the following months they enjoy celebrations, daily adventures, trips 
and even moments of sadness. But throughout the days, their bulbs are silently growing 
slender stems towards the sun, dreaming of the day they will break the surface and bloom. 
With opening end papers that feature delicately illustrated tulip, hyacinth and daffodil bulbs 
and closing pages that show the fully bloomed flowers, this story offers a beautiful analogy 
of how the smallest seed of inspiration can eventually grow into fully bloomed reality.

Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com. 
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by Gerry Paige Smith

New Ideas for Fresh Air Fun
With sedentary entertainment establishing itself 
firmly in the landscape of kid’s pastimes through 
video games and other electronic outlets, finding 

ways to lure kids outdoors and into the sunlight is a 
growing challenge. Providing children with activities 

and toys that offer enough fun to counter the in-
door lazies can be the catalyst that gets kids off the 
couch and outside to play. Fight the siren call of the 
sofa with these awesome resources that beckon kids 

toward better recreation in the great outdoors.

New Ideas for Fresh Air Fun

Recommending the Best Toys 
and Products for Kids

Super Duper Spinner
(Super Spinner)

There’s an exhilaration that comes 
with swinging that calls to humans 
young and old. No longer limited to 
the old back-and-forth, the pendulum 
has swung in a whole new direction 
with the super-sized Super Duper 
Spinner that moves in every direction 
and spins. Easily installed with the 
included hardware and hung from a sturdy limb or secure supports, 
this mildew-resistant swing boasts a weight limit of 650 pounds. 
The expanded seat size of the Super Duper Spinner features room 
for riders to spread out or add a passenger for the swing experi-
ence. Made in the USA, the Super Duper Spinner is a strong entry 
in the swing market with more room for friends and family to share 
the ride.

Rainbow Kite 
for Kids
(A Great Life)

Drawing on a nostalgic past-time 
that many of today’s kids have yet to 
experience, kite flying offers a power-
ful experience for youth as they test 
the wind and use it to power their own 
vehicle of flight. Ideal for when the wind 
picks up, the Rainbow Kite is an easy 
to assemble and navigate toy that helps kids become sensitive to air 
currents as they launch and direct the loft of this kite. Improved co-
ordination, predictive thinking and patience are all benefits that can 
evolve from a child’s kite flying experience. This kite’s bright rainbow 
graphics are reflective of similar sky bound delight that draws our 
eyes upward with wonder and awe. For one of the best outdoor 
experiences when the breeze blows in, go fly a kite!

Step2 Naturally 
Playful Sand Table
(Step2)

The tactile delight of sand play 
has called to kids for ages. The Step2 
Sand Table elevates this experience 
with a versatile design that offers a 
venue for sandbox high-jinks, water 
play and more. The lock-down lid that 
keeps sand or water protected from 
elements and debris also features 
formed roadways for cars and toys to explore when the box is cov-
ered. The table vs. ground box design subtly supports movement and 
exercise as kids stand and move around as they play. With the play 
area raised, sandy bottoms and tracked-in debris from seated sand 
boxes is minimized. Perfect for patios, porches and driveways, the 
Step2 Sand Table lifts sand play to a new level.

Kidoozie Pop-Up ‘n 
Play Goal
(Kidoozie)

Kicking the ball around is always 
better with a goal for the ground game. 
The Kidoozie Goal quickly turns any 
lawn or dirt surface into a practice 
arena for kids to run, pass and kick with 
a goal in sight. Using easy pop-up de-
sign, this goal slips right out of its travel 
bag, unfolds and anchors down quickly 
with no game delays. Improved physical coordination, dexterity 
and sportsmanship can be welcome rewards as kids move the ball 
toward the goal. Ideal for single kickers or group play, the Kidoozie 
Pop-up ‘n Play Goal is the perfect portable package of outdoor activ-
ity for fun-sized soccer fans.

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com


